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In 2015, is doomed to be public welfare lawsuit. It is in January 2015, the new 
environmental law implementation; The second is the month the supreme people's 
court on civil environmental public welfare lawsuit cases explain some issues of 
applicable law on; Three is in July of the standing committee of the National People's 
Congress authorized the supreme people's procuratorate in some areas to carry out the 
public welfare lawsuit trial work; Four is the court accepts the environment public 
welfare lawsuit case, the usual number has increased substantially. In 2015, however, 
there are 20 provinces, municipalities directly under the central government in the 
blind spot, unable to realize the public welfare lawsuit zero breakthrough, these areas 
have been more than half of the national area, accounts for about fifty-nine percent of 
the country's 34 provincial administrative region. At bottom, the qualification of the 
plaintiff woes. Due to the traditional litigation law has the eligibility requirements for 
the plaintiff's qualification, namely only with the interests of the damage have "direct 
stakes in" the legitimacy of the parties may have the plaintiff main body. In this way, 
the environmental public welfare lawsuit plaintiff qualification is limited by serious. 
Therefore, must draw lessons from the domestic and international experience on the 
breakthrough, pressing for relaxing to expand the plaintiff qualification of the public, 
and based on the necessary restrictions. 
This article is divided into seven chapters seven parts, to illustrate this point of 
view.  
The first part for the environment public welfare lawsuit theory and judicial 
practice. 
The second part is the basic principle of environmental public welfare lawsuit 
plaintiff qualification and controversy, this paper expounds the connotation 
characteristics and three theory, puts forward all kinds of disputes in practice. 
The third part for his shan zhishi: outside environmental public welfare lawsuit 
the comparison of the eligibility of the plaintiff, examine draw inspiration to our 
country.  
The fourth part is the plight of the plaintiff qualification system legislation and 
practice in our country, points out that the current legislation in China and the relevant 













 The fifth part for relief way: the expansion of the qualification of the plaintiff, 
the plaintiff's subject qualification multiple start expansion path, including the 
environmental administrative organs, procuratorial organs, social organizations and 
citizens and future generations. 
The sixth divided into relief way 2: the qualification of the plaintiff sues the limit, 
to the five kinds of the limitation of the plaintiff qualification of the conflicts, and 
implementation of citizens' right of prosecution and the restriction of procuratorial 
organs prosecution right. 
The seventh part is the environmental public welfare lawsuit plaintiff 
qualification of legislation guarantee, by modifying the relevant legal norms 
stakeholders, prevent rampant litigation, appeal to the former procedure and 
implement incentive mechanism. 
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污染、2007 年太湖蓝藻危机、2011 年渤海湾溢油事故及 2013 年初持续






主体 ,才能作为原告。然而该  “直接利害关系说 ”不能解决公共利益遭受
侵犯的损失。近年来，虽在立法上有所放宽，但是规定都过于简单，适
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